
NISH WASH FAQ 

 

 

How to use “NISH Wash”? 

— Filling & Refilling:  

— Shake well the container of ‘NISH Wash’ liquid and pour it in to NISH SPRAYER vessel until 3/4 of 
vessel is full.  

Adjustment of SPRAYER Nozzle to Spray Mode: 

OFF/SPRAY/STREAM 

 

— When not in use Select OFF spray Mode. 

— Depending upon the area on which you want to spray, nozzle can be adjusted to have fine mist 
spray to on the surface to be sprayed. To have fine mist spray rotate the nozzle and set it to 
SPRAY Mode. While cleaning particular sticky mark or dry mark like bird droppings use set the 
nozzle to STREAM mode 

.  
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— Use of Two ‘NISHWIPE’ cloths:  

After spraying ‘NISH WASH’ on completely soiled or dirty vehicle exterior body, wipe the dirt 
and soil with the help of 1st ‘NISHWIPE’ cloth in horizontal or vertical strokes. As explained 
above all the dirt, dust and grime shall get wiped of the surface area. Then with the help of 2nd 
‘NISH WIPE’ cloth buff/polish in slow circular motion on the cleaned surface to get high a gloss 
finish. Repeat the same process on the entire vehicle exterior body to have high gloss shiny 
finished exterior of vehicle.  

— Dry or Sticky marks cleaning  

If there are Dry or Sticky marks like bird droppings on the exterior body then set the spray mode 
to STREAM to jet spray on spot. Allow the liquid to remain on the mark for few minutes, so that 
‘NISH WASH’ will get absorbed in dry or sticky mark. If need be wipe in circular motion over the 
spot to dissolve the dirt mark. Then just wipe on the mark with the help of 1st ‘NISH WIPE’ cloth 
and after ensuring cleaned surface buff/polish with the use of 2nd ‘NISH WIPE’ cloth to have 
high gloss shiny finished exterior.  

— Does Using NISHWASH create hair line or minute scratch on my vehicle?  

No, using NISHWASH for cleaning your vehicle without water will not cause any scratches. Using 
NISH does not create any scratch or ring marks on your vehicle. When NISH is sprayed onto the 
bodywork, it lifts dust and grit particles down to a size smaller than visible to the human eye. 
The unique formulation of NISH wash, its modified polymers in combination with the 
‘NISHWIPE’ – micro fiber cloth eliminate emery effect or any chances of scratches, when you are 
wiping or buffing with ‘NISH WIPE’ cloth to give a nice shiny vehicle with micro protective layer.  

— Would repeated usage of NISH WASH damage the paint work?  

Normal water and cloth washing could damage the painted surface. Bore well water contains 
harmful oxides and salts. This could leave water marks on paint. ‘NISH WASH’ only leaves a layer 
harmless similar to protective polish. The homogenous ingredients used in making wash have no 
ill effects on paint or painted surface.  

— Can I clean my vehicles glass with ‘NISH WASH’?  

Yes, you can clean glass; In fact you can clean the entire exterior of a vehicle. Painted surface, 
headlamps, glass, outside rear view mirror, bumper, fog lamps, tail lamps, etc... It works on all 
surfaces like Glass, Acrylic, Plastic, Rubber and Fiber.  

 

While Cleaning glass it is highly recommended to spray small quantity of NISH WASH on to NISH 
WIPES and then do cleaning as explained earlier. Spraying on NISH WIPES and cleaning will give 
better results. 

— Is ‘NISH WASH’ eco and human friendly?  

Yes. ‘NISH WASH’ is water based product and it does not content any harmful ingredient.  
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— Can all types of marks be cleaned with ‘NISH WASH’?  

Yes. All types of dirt marks that can be cleaned with the help of water can also be cleaned with 
the use of ‘NISH WASH’. Marks such as tar marks and paint marks which cannot be cleaned in 
normal washing also cannot be cleaned with ‘NISH WASH’.  

— Will ‘NISH WASH’ affect the gloss of my vehicle color or make it dull over a period of time?  

No. ‘NISH WASH’ will not cause any damage to vehicles color or gloss and accelerated usage test 
have shown no ill effects on paint. There is no sanding or rubbing compound in NISH WASH so 
the gloss or paint of the vehicle is not affected.  

— Can ‘NISH WASH’ be used when vehicle is wet or in hot and cold weather?  

‘NISH WASH’ can be used in all weather conditions and on wet surface too. To derive maximum 
results it is preferred that the process be done on cool vehicle surface in shaded area. Windy 
atmosphere may blow away the liquid when spraying.  

— Can I use this product on wet car?  

Usually polishes/waxes cannot be applied on wet & unclean surface but you can apply ‘NISH 
WASH’ without any trouble.  

— Can it be used to clean alloy wheel rims?  

Yes. ‘NISH WASH’ is non-acidic and could be used to clean alloy wheel rims also.  

— How many cars washes can I get from a bottle of 1 Liter?  

Washes per liter – should be average 30. You tend to use too much the first time, which is just 
human nature. But after you see the results you will use less next time, and it will prove very 
economical.  

— My vehicle is Teflon coated or wax polished. What effect will NISH WASH have on existing 
polished surfaces?  

‘NISH WASH’ can be used over polished surface without any ill effect, as it lifts of the dirt and 
grime and thus does not affect off the vehicle surface.  

 

— What effect does it have on the environment compared to a traditional bucket and cloth?  

Simply, there is no wastage of water. No water is washed down the drains. When washing in the 
conventional way with soap there are surfactants in the soaps which are washed into the storm 
drainage system. Storm drain water is not cleaned in sewage plants it is fed into rivers, where 
they could cause damage to plants and river life. NISHWASH is water soluble and has no ill effect 
of environment.  

— Can I wash ‘NISHWIPES’ cloths and use them again?  
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— Yes – There is no waste with ‘NISH WASH’. Simply wash the cloth based on the soiled condition. 

They come out looking brand new.  

— Has this product been tested?  

Yes, ‘NISH WASH’ has been tested by ICT Mumbai. 

 

 

 


